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Abstract

It is relatively straightforward to establish equilibrium inmagnetically confined
plasmas, but the plasma is frequentlysucceptible to a variety of instabilities that
are driven bythe free energy in the magnetic field or in the pressuregradient.
These unstable modes exhibit effects that affect theparticle, momentum and
heat confinement properties of theconfiguration. Studies of the dynamics of
several of the mostimportant modes are the subject of this thesis. The studies
arecarried out on plasmas in the reversed field pinch (RFP)configuration.

One phenomenon commonly observed in RFPs is mode walllocking.
The localized nature of these phase- and wall lockedstructures results in
localized power loads on the wall whichare detrimental for confinement. A
detailed study of the walllocked mode phenomenon is performed based on
magneticmeasurements from three RFP devices. The two possiblemechanisms
for wall locking are investigated. Locking as aresult of tearing modes
interacting with a static field errorand locking due to the presence of
a non-ideal boundary. Thecharacteristics of the wall locked mode are
qualitativelysimilar in a device with a conducting shell system (TPE-
RX)compared to a device with a resistive shell (Extrap T2). Atheoretical model
is used for evaluating the threshold valuesfor wall locking due to eddy currents
in the vacuum vessel inthese devices. A good correlation with experiment is
observedfor the conducting shell device.

The possibility of succesfully sustaining discharges in aresistive shell RFP
is introduced in the recently rebuiltdevice Extrap T2R. Fast spontaneous
mode rotation is observed,resulting in low magnetic fluctuations, low loop
voltage andimproved confinement. Wall locking is rarely observed. The
lowtearingmode amplitudes allow for the theoretically predictedinternal
nonresonant on-axis resistive wall modes to beobserved. These modes have not
previously been distinguisheddue to the formation of wall locked modes. The
internal andexternal nonresonant resistive wall modes grow on the timescale of
the shell penetration time. These growth rates dependon the RFP equilibrium.
The internal nonresonant resistive wallmodes dominate in Extrap T2R,
especially for shallow reverseddischarges. The external nonresonant modes
grow solely in deepreversal discharges.
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